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Abstract
This paper presents a simple yet effective design solu-

tion to facilitate technology scaling for hard disk drives

(HDDs) being deployed in data centers. Emerging mag-

netic recording technologies improve storage areal densi-

ty mainly through reducing the track pitch, which howev-

er makes HDDs subject to higher read retry rates. More

frequent HDD read retries could cause intolerable tail la-

tency for large-scale systems such as data centers. To

reduce the occurrence of costly read retry, one intuitive

solution is to apply erasure coding locally on each HDD

or JBOD (just a bunch of disks). To be practically viable,

local erasure coding must have very low coding redun-

dancy, which demands very long codeword length (e.g.,

one codeword spans hundreds of 4kB sectors) and hence

large file size. This makes local erasure coding mainly

suitable for data center applications. This paper contends

that local erasure coding should be implemented trans-

parently within filesystems, and accordingly presents a

basic design framework and elaborates on important de-

sign issues. Meanwhile, this paper derives the mathe-

matical formulations for estimating its effect on reducing

HDD read tail latency. Using Reed-Solomon (RS) based

erasure codes as test vehicles, we carried out detailed

analysis and experiments to evaluate its implementation

feasibility and effectiveness. We integrated the develope-

d design solution into ext4 to further demonstrate its fea-

sibility and quantitatively measure its impact on average

speed performance of various big data benchmarks.

1 Introduction

Flash-based solid-state data storage has been rapidly dis-

placing magnetic recording hard disk drives (HDDs) in

traditional market segments, e.g., consumer and person-

al computing, and tier-1 (and even tier-2) enterprise st-

orage. Although this trend will inevitably continue in the

advent of 3D NAND flash memory, it by no means pro-

claims a doomed future for HDD technology. The blos-

soming data center and cloud-based infrastructure pro-

vide a new area with tremendous growth potential for

HDDs. Nevertheless, as pointed out by a well-received

position paper by Google Research [6], such a paradigm

shift demands fundamental re-thinking on the design of

HDDs and system architecture. Authors of [6] shared a

collection view on open research opportunities and chal-

lenges for the new era of data center HDDs.

This paper studies the design of data center HDDs

with the focus on leveraging workload characteristics to

facilitate magnetic recording technology scaling. In par-

ticular, we are interested in how one could alleviate the

HDD areal density vs. read retry rate conflict. As conven-

tional magnetic recording technology approaches its lim-

it at around 1Tb/in2, the industry is now exploring a vari-

ety of new technologies including heat assisted magnetic

recording (HAMR) [23,26], shingled magnetic recording

(SMR) [15, 17], and two-dimensional magnetic record-

ing (TDMR) [13,24,28]. All these new technologies im-

prove bit areal density by shrinking the track pitch (i.e.,

the distance between adjacent tracks). However, due to

the mechanical rotating nature of HDDs, a smaller track

pitch inevitably makes HDDs more sensitive to head off-

set (i.e., the read/write head flies off the center of the

target track). This leads to a higher probability of read

retry. As a result, future magnetic recording technolo-

gies are increasingly subject to the conflict between are-

al density and read retry rate. The long latency penalty

of HDD read retry may cause intolerable tail latency for

data centers [6, 8].

Aiming to alleviate the areal density vs. read retry rate

conflict for data center HDDs, this work is motivated by

a very simple fact: if the data being stored in HDDs have

inherent redundancy for error correction, we may recov-

er the failed sectors through system-level error correction

(at tens or hundreds of μs latency) other than HDD read

retry (at tens or hundreds of ms latency). One may argue

that RAID and distributed erasure coding already conve-
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niently provide such a feature. However, RAID is be-

ing replaced by distributed erasure coding in data cente-

rs, and using distributed erasure coding to mitigate HDD

read retry can cause significant overheads (e.g., network

traffic), in particular under high HDD retry rates (e.g.,

10−4 and above). This work focuses on the scenarios

of storing user data and associated coding redundancy

locally together in one HDD or JBOD (just a bunch of

disks) and recovering failed sectors locally at the serv-

er that directly connects to the HDDs. It is referred to

as local erasure coding in this work. We note that lo-

cal erasure coding only aims to reduce the occurrence of

costly HDD read retry operations and does not provide

any guarantee for tolerating catastrophic HDD failures.

Hence, it is completely orthogonal to distributed erasure

coding, and must have very small coding redundancy.

A soft sector read failure occurs when an HDD fails

to decode one sector during its normal operation. Let ph
denote the soft sector read failure probability, which is

HDD read retry rate in current practice, i.e., the proba-

bility that an HDD switches from the normal operation

mode into a retry mode to repeatedly read the failed sec-

tor by adjusting the read head position. Current HDDs

keep ph relatively low (e.g., 10−6 and below). The prob-

ability that one sector cannot be correctly read even after

the long-latency HDD read retry is called hard sector fail-

ure rate, which must be extremely low (e.g., 10−14 and

below). When using the local erasure coding, HDDs do

not immediately switch to the retry mode upon a soft sec-

tor read failure, instead we first try to fix it through the

local erasure decoding. Only when the erasure decoding

fails, HDDs switch into the read retry mode. Let ps de-

note the probability that the local erasure decoding fails.

We should minimize the coding redundancy and mean-

while ensure ps << ph. In order to minimize the local

erasure coding redundancy, we must use long codeword

length. Therefore, local erasure coding should be applied

to systems with dominantly large flies, e.g., data centers.

In spite of the simple basic idea, its practical realiza-

tion is non-trivial. The first question is whether the local

erasure coding should be implemented at the application

layer, OS layer, or inside HDD. As elaborated later in

Section 2.2, we believe that it should be implemented by

the local filesystem at the OS layer with complete trans-

parency to the upper application layer. Integrating local

erasure coding into filesystem is far beyond merely im-

plementing a high-speed encoding/decoding library, and

one has to modify and enhance the filesystem architec-

ture. This work uses the journaling filesystem ext4 as a

test vehicle to study the integration of local erasure cod-

ing into the filesystem. In particular, we investigate the

separate treatment of data and filesystem metadata, and

develop techniques to handle scenarios when the HDD

write is unaligned with the erasure codeword boundary

and when fine-grained data update occurs. Meanwhile,

we derive mathematical formulations for estimating its

effectiveness on reducing HDD read tail latency.

We carried out a variety of analysis and experiments

to study the effectiveness and feasibility of the proposed

design solution, where we use Reed-Solomon (RS) codes

as local erasure codes. Our analysis results show that RS

codes with the coding redundancy of less than 2% can

reduce the 99-percentile latency by more than 65% when

ph is 1×10−3. Since the local erasure encoding and de-

coding can add noticeable extra latency into the data I/O

path, it will degrade the average system speed perfor-

mance compared with the ideal retry-free scenario. To

evaluate such impact and meanwhile further demonstrate

the practical feasibility of filesystem-level transparent lo-

cal erasure coding, we integrate the proposed design so-

lution into Linux kernel 3.10.102 I/O path (in particu-

lar the VFS and ext4), and carried out experiments using

the big data benchmark suite HiBench 3.0 [1]. Motivat-

ed by the emergence of data center CPUs with built-in

FPGA (e.g., the Xeon CPU with built-in FPGA as late-

ly announced by Intel), we investigated the use of both

software-based and hardware-based RS coding engine.

The measurement results show that, even under ph of

10−3, local erasure coding only incurs (much) less than

3.5% average speed performance degradation. Finally,

we also present results on the storage capacity overhead

under various benchmarks in HiBench 3.0, and the laten-

cy overhead induced by fine-grained update.

2 Background and Rationale

2.1 Magnetic Recording Technologies
To move the storage areal density beyond 1Tb/in2 and to-

wards 10Tb/in2 over the next decade, the HDD industry

is exploring several new technologies including HAM-

R, SMR, and TDMR, all of which improve areal density

through significantly reducing the track pitch. A smaller

track pitch results in a stronger inter-track interference (I-

TI) and hence worse signal-to-noise ratio, which makes

HDDs more sensitive to read head off-set. This can be

illustrated in Fig. 1. The read head off-set is defined

as the distance between the target track center and head

center. The perfect head-track alignment (i.e., zero read

head off-set) corresponds to the minimal ITI and hence

best read channel signal processing performance, lead-

ing to the minimal sector read failure probability. Nev-

ertheless, the mechanical disk rotation inevitably causes

run-time fluctuation of the read head position. As shown

in Fig. 1, the same read head off-set induces stronger ITI

from neighboring track (i.e., track N-1 in the figure) in

HDDs with a smaller track pitch. A stronger ITI directly

results in worse read channel signal processing perfor-
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mance and hence a higher sector read failure probabili-

ty. Therefore, regardless to the specific magnetic record-

ing technology, HDDs are fundamentally subject to areal

density vs. read retry rate conflict.

Figure 1: Illustration of different effect of head off-set

under (a) large track pitch and (b) small track pitch,

where the track-N is the target track being read.

2.2 Local Erasure Coding
Local erasure coding aims to reduce the occurrence of

HDD read retry by storing additional coding redundan-

cy together with the original user data in the same HDD

or JBOD. Fig. 2 illustrates the simple basic concept: In

current practice, once the read channel signal processing

fails during the normal operation (most likely due to run-

time read head off-set), HDDs switch into the read retry

mode to repeatedly read the failed sector by adjusting the

read head position. When using local erasure coding, the

user data and associated coding redundancy are stored

together locally. Upon a soft sector read failure, we first

try to recover the data through the local erasure decod-

ing, and invoke HDD read retry only if the local erasure

decoding fails, as shown in Fig. 2(b).

Along the data storage hierarchy, we could imple-

ment the local erasure coding at either application lay-

er, OS layer, or hardware layer inside HDDs. With the

full knowledge about their own data access character-

istics, applications can best optimize the use of local

erasure coding. Nevertheless, the efforts of integrat-

ing/optimizing the local erasure coding in each appli-

cation may not be justified in practice. Moreover, not

all the data being stored on HDDs are visible to appli-

cations (e.g., filesystem metadata). On the other hand,

although intra-HDD implementation keeps the software

Figure 2: Illustration of (a) current practice handling sec-

tor read failures, and (b) using the local erasure coding to

reduce the occurrence of read retry.

stack completely intact, it has several problems: (1) Be-

cause filesystem metadata have fine-grained access char-

acteristics, we should configure the local erasure coding

differently for metadata and data. However, HDD on its

own cannot distinguish between data and metadata. (2)

HDDs are not aware of the validity of data in each sec-

tor (i.e., whether or not the data are being used by the

filesystem), which could cause a large number of unnec-

essary local erasure encoding operations and disk rota-

tions, especially under long codeword length. (3) Local

erasure coding could leverage data cached in memory to

reduce the disk access. HDDs typically have very sma-

ll internal cache memory, especially compared with the

host DRAM. As a result, intra-HDD realization of local

erasure coding is subject to more disk rotations.

In comparison, OS (in particular filesystem) can the

most appropriate place to implement the local erasure

coding. On one hand, filesystem-based implementation

is completely transparent to the upper application layers,

which lowers the barrier of deploying the local erasure

coding in real systems. On the other hand, with the full

awareness and control of data access/storage on HDDs,

the filesystem can effectively optimize the realization of

local erasure coding. Therefore, this work focuses on

filesystem-level transparent local erasure coding.
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2.3 Choosing the Code
An error correction code (ECC) is characterized by four

parameters {k,m,w,d}, i.e., each codeword protects k us-

er data symbols using m redundant symbols (hence the

codeword length is k+m), each symbol contains w bits,

and the minimum codeword distance is d. For any linear

ECC code, its minimum distance d is subject to the well-

known Singleton bound, i.e., d ≤ m+ 1 [16]. A code

that achieves the equality in the Singleton bound is called

an MDS (maximum distance separable) code, which can

achieve the maximum guaranteed error and erasure cor-

rection strength. As the most well-known MDS code,

RS code [27] has been used in numerous data communi-

cation and storage systems. An ECC with the minimum

distance of d can correct up to � d−1
2 � errors or up to d−1

erasures (note that the term erasure means an error with

the known location). Hence, when being used for era-

sure coding (i.e., the location of all the errors is known

prior decoding), a (k,m) RS code guarantees to correctly

recover up to m erasures within one codeword.

This work uses RS codes to realize the local erasure

coding. RS codes are typically constructed over binary

Galois Field (GF). Given the underlying GF with the or-

der of 2w, the codeword length can be up to 2w − 1 and

2w for cyclic and non-cyclic RS codes, respectively, and

each symbol contains w bits. Non-cyclic RS codes (e.g.,

the widely used Cauchy RS codes [5, 20]) are primarily

used for erasure coding, and their encoding/decoding are

realized through GF matrix-vector multiplication (and

GF matrix inversion for decoding). Cyclic RS codes have

a much richer set of encoding/decoding algorithms and

can more conveniently handle both errors and erasures.

Interested readers are referred to [16, 27] for details.

3 Proposed Design Solution

This section first presents the basic framework on realiz-

ing the filesystem-level transparent local erasure coding,

then mathematically formulates its effect on reducing the

read tail latency, and finally presents solutions to address

two non-trivial issues for its practical implementation.

3.1 Basic Framework
When implementing transparent local erasure coding, it

is important to treat filesystem metadata and user data

differently. Leveraging the large file size and typically

coarse-grained data access patterns in data centers, we

apply long RS codes to user data on the per-file basis, i.e.,

each RS codeword spans over hundreds of 4kB sectors

and all the data within one RS codeword belong to the

same file. This is illustrated in Fig. 3: One (k,m,w) RS

codeword spans over k+m consecutive sectors and each

w-bit symbol comes from one sector. Hence, HDD read

failures on any m sectors could be recovered by RS code

decoding. To simplify the implementation, we use the

same (k,m,w) RS code for all the files. Let N denote

the number of 4kB sectors in one file. The filesystem

partitions all the N sectors into �N
k � groups, and appends

m sectors to each group for the storage of the RS coding

redundancy. The last group may have k′ < k sectors, for

which we use a shortened (k′,m,w) RS code. Note that

the shortened (k′,m,w) RS code shares the same encoder

and decoder as the original (k,m,w) RS code by simply

setting the content of the other k− k′ sectors as zeros.

Figure 3: Illustration of per-file local erasure coding.

Let ph denote the HDD soft sector read failure prob-

ability, and let ps << ph denote the target local erasure

decoding failure probability (i.e., reduce the HDD read

retry rate from ph to ps via the local erasure coding).

Given the value of k, we should search for the minimum

value of m subject to

k+m

∑
i=m+1

(
k+m

i

)
pi

h · (1− ph)
(k+m−i) ≤ ps. (1)

To illustrate the dependence of coding redundancy ra-

tio (defined as m/k) on the codeword length, we set ps
as 10−8 and calculate the required coding redundancy

over different k and ph, as shown in Fig. 4. The results

show that, in order to minimize the coding redundancy,

we must deploy long RS codes.

When the local erasure coding is implemented on the

per-file basis, the average storage capacity overhead can

be calculated as follows. Let g(x) denote the probability

density function (PDF) of the file size, where x denotes

size of one file in terms of the number of 4kB sectors. We
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Figure 4: Calculated coding redundancy under different

values of k and ph, where k is the number of user data

symbols per codeword and ph is the soft sector read fail-

ure probability. The target decoding failure rate is 10−8.

can express the average storage capacity overhead ravg as

ravg =

∫ ∞
0

g(x) · � x
k� ·m dx∫ ∞

0
g(x) · x dx

. (2)

This clearly shows that the space overhead reduces as the

file size increases, and the minimum overhead per file is

m sectors no matter how small the file is. For large files,

the overhead can be approximated as m/k (i.e., m redun-

dant sectors per k user data sectors), e.g., the overhead is

about 0.39% when using a (1019, 4) RS code.

To accommodate the fine access granularity of filesys-

tem metadata, we apply erasure coding to the filesystem

metadata on the per-sector basis, i.e., erasure coding re-

duces to data replication. In particular, to store one sector

of filesystem metadata, we allocate m′ consecutive sec-

tors to store m′ replicas of the same sector content. Given

the soft sector failure probability ph and the target local

erasure decoding failure probability ps << ph, we should

search for the minimum value of m′ subject to

pm′
h ≤ ps. (3)

Since ph should not be too high (e.g., 10−2 and below),

a small value of m′ (e.g., 3 or 4) is sufficient to make

ps small enough. Therefore, the m′ consecutive sectors

most likely reside on the same track, and it does not incur

noticeable HDD access latency overhead. Among all the

m′ replica sectors, we designate the first sector as the lead

sector and the following m′ − 1 sectors as shadow sec-

tors. All the pointers in the filesystem metadata structure

point to the lead sector, and all the shadow sectors are

only used for tolerating HDD sector read failures. Using

ext4 as an example, Fig. 5 illustrates its use in the context

of inode pointer structure. Each sector storing inode or s-

ingly/doubly/triply indirect blocks is replicated m′ times,

Figure 5: Illustration of replica-based protection for in-

ode.

and the pointed data sectors fall into one or multiple local

erasure coding groups within the same file.

In order to practically implement this design strategy,

the host-to-HDD interface protocol and HDD firmware

should be appropriately modified. In particular, the host

should be able to notify the HDD whether the host would

like the HDD to simply return an immediate error mes-

sage, upon a read failure, without internal retry. The HD-

D firmware should support two operational modes: skip

a failed sector without retry, or immediately invoke read

retry upon a read failure.

Although the above basic framework is indeed very

simple and straightforward, its practical implementation

involves the following two issues:

• Unaligned HDD write: Unaligned HDD write oc-

curs when the user data being written to the HDD

do not exactly fill one or multiple coding groups.

Ideally we hope to align HDD write with the lo-

cal erasure coding group boundary, i.e., we can al-

ways first accumulate each group of k consecutive

user data pages in the host memory, then carry out

the local erasure encoding and write the total k+m
pages to the HDD. Unfortunately, this may not be

always possible in practice, e.g., in the case of di-

rect I/O and synchronous I/O. Even in the case of

asynchronous I/O, filesystem must carry out period-

ic flushing, which could make disk write unaligned

with the local erasure coding group boundary.

• Fine-grained data update: Although our interested

data center applications have predominantly coarse-

grained data access, especially data write, it is not

impossible to have fine-grained data update (e.g.,

update of tens of 4kB sectors) in practice. Given

the very long RS codeword length, it is not trivial to

effectively support such fine-grained data update.

In the remainder of this section, we first derive math-

ematical formulations for estimating the effectiveness of

using local erasure coding to reduce HDD read tail laten-
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cy, and then present techniques to address the above two

non-trivial implementation issues.

3.2 Tail Latency Estimation

The objective of local erasure coding is to relax the con-

straint on HDD soft sector read failure probability with-

out sacrificing HDD read tail latency. This subsection de-

rives mathematical formulations for estimating read tail

latency with and without using the local erasure coding.

We consider the scenario of reading N consecutive sec-

tors from an HDD, and let T denote the latency of suc-

cessfully reading all the N sectors. Due to the varying

additional latency caused by read retry and RS coding,

T can be considered as a discrete variable. Therefore, in

order to obtain the tail latency (e.g., 99-percentile laten-

cy), we should derive its discrete probability distribution,

also known as probability mass function (PMF), denoted

as f (T ). Given the target tail percentage Ptail (e.g., 99%

or 99.9%), we can search for the tail latency Ttail subject

to
Ttail

∑
T=0

f (T )≥ Ptail . (4)

Let τretry denote the latency to recover one sector dur-

ing the read retry mode, and τu denote the latency for an

HDD to read one sector during its normal mode. Note

that τretry is approximately the latency of one or more

disk rotations. Since we are interested in comparing the

latency with and without using the local erasure coding,

we omit the HDD seek latency. Recall that ph denote the

soft sector read failure probability. Based on our interac-

tion with HDD vendors, it is reasonable to approximate-

ly model the soft sector read failure as an independent

and identical distributed (i.i.d.) random variable. There-

fore, in this work, we assume there is no correlation in

soft sector errors between contiguous sectors. Recall that

f (T ) denote the probability mass function of the latency

T . Hence, we have the formulations for the case without

using the local erasure coding:⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩

T = t · τretry + τu ·N

f (T ) =
(

N
t

)
pt

h · (1− ph)
(N−t) (5)

where t ≥ 0 is the number of soft sector read failures.

Next, let us consider the case of using the local erasure

coding. Given the coding parameters k and m, we can

calculate the local erasure decoding failure probability ps
using Eq. (1). Define l = �N/k�, and k′ = N − l · k, i.e.,

there are total l complete (k+m)-sector groups followed

by one shortened (k′+m)-sector group. Since local era-

sure decoding can be carried out concurrently with HDD

sector read, we assume that only the decoding of the last

group contributes additional latency to the overall laten-

cy. The formulations for T and f (T ) are derived for the

following four different cases:

1. Case I: None of the first l groups suffers from local

erasure decoding failure, and none of the last k′ user

data sectors suffers from soft sector read failure:{
T =τu · (N + l ·m)

f (T ) =(1− ps)
l · (1− ph)

k′ (6)

2. Case II: None of the first l groups experiences local

erasure decoding failure, but e0 ≤m sector read fail-

ures occur in the last (k′+m) sectors. Let τdec(e0)
denote the latency to correct e0 sectors, we have⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎩

T =τu ·
(
N +(l +1) ·m)

+ τdec(e0)

f (T ) =(1− ps)
l ·
(

k′+m
e0

)
· pe0

h

· (1− ph)
(k′+m−e0)

(7)

3. Case III: Among the first l groups, j groups ex-

perience local erasure decoding failures due to

e1, e2, · · · ,e j > m sector read failures, and e0 ≤ m
soft sector read failures occur in the last (k′ +m)-
sector group. Let pi denote the probability that ei
soft sector read failures occur within one group,

where pi =
(k+m

ei

) · pei
h · (1− ph)

(k+m−ei), we have⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

T =τu ·
(
N +(l +1) ·m)

+ j · τdec(m)

+ τdec(e0)+
j

∑
i=1

τretry · (ei −m)

f (T ) =
( l!
(l − j)!

·
j

∏
i=1

pi

)
· (1− ps)

(l− j)

·
(

k′+m
e0

)
pe0

h · (1− ph)
(k′+m−e0)

(8)

4. Case IV: It only differs from the Case III in that the

last (k′+m)-sector group suffers from local erasure

decoding failure as well (i.e., e0 > m), and we have⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

T =τu ·
(
N +(l +1) ·m)

+( j+1)·

τdec(m)+
j

∑
i=0

τretry · (ei −m)

f (T ) =
( l!
(l − j)!

·
j

∏
i=0

pi

)
· (1− ps)

(l− j)

(9)

When using the Eq. (4) to estimate the tail latency, we

should exhaustively exam all the four cases above to ob-

tain a complete PMF f (T ) of the access latency.

3.3 Addressing Unaligned HDD Write
We can formulate an unaligned HDD write as follows:

A vector d = [d1,d2] contains k user data symbols in one
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codeword, where sub-vectors d1 and d2 contain k1 and k2

user data symbols (k1 + k2 = k). Unaligned HDD write

occurs once the filesystem must write data to HDD when

only d1 is available. The straightforward solution is to

store dynamically shortened RS codewords on HDDs, as

illustrated in Fig. 6(a). This however suffers from two

problems: (1) Filesystem must accordingly record the

length of each shortened codeword in the file metada-

ta, which could noticeably complicate filesystem design.

(2) The average coding redundancy could increase and

hence degrade the effective HDD bit cost.

Therefore, we should still use the same RS code with

the fixed k in the presence of unaligned HDD write.

To achieve this objective, we propose a cache-assisted

progressive encoding strategy. Recall that ECC encod-

ing can be modeled as a matrix-vector multiplication

r = G ·d, where r represents the m redundant symbols to

be computed, d represents the k user data symbols, and

the m×k matrix G is the generator matrix. We define two

length-k vectors d(1) = [d1,O] and d(2) = [O,d2], where

O represents an all-zero vector. Because the RS codes

are constructed over binary GF, we have d = d(1)⊕d(2),

where ⊕ represents bit-wise XOR operation. Therefore,

the encoding procedure can be written as

r = G ·d = G ·d(1)⊕G ·d(2). (10)

Define r(1) = G · d(1) and r(2) = G · d(2), we have that

r = r(1)⊕ r(2). As illustrated in Fig. 6(b), the filesystem

first writes the k1 sectors and associated m sectors storing

r(1) to the HDD, and meanwhile keeps r(1) in OS page

cache. Once the subsequent k2 sectors are ready to be

written to the HDD, the filesystem carries out encoding

to obtain r(2) and then compute the overall redundancy

r = r(1)⊕ r(2). Finally, filesystem appends k2 sectors s-

toring d2 and m sectors storing r after the previous k1

sectors (i.e., overwrites the previously written m sectors

storing r(1)). In this way, we can ensure that the filesys-

tem always uses the same fixed-length RS codewords on

each file (except the last portion of the file). Since m
is typically very small (e.g., 5 or 10) and we only need

to keep one intermediate coding redundancy (i.e., r(1))
for each file, this design strategy will not cause notice-

able cache space overhead. Clearly, this design strategy

can be applied recursively when one group of k sectors is

written to the HDD in more than two batches.

Finally, we note that, if power failure occurs when we

overwrite r(1), the previously written data d1 are not pro-

tected by valid local erasure code and hence are more

subject to read retry. This however will not cause any

storage integrity degradation since we only use local era-

sure coding to mitigate soft sector read failure.

Figure 6: Addressing unaligned HDD write using (a)

straightforward dynamic codeword shortening, and (b)

proposed cached-assisted progressive encoding, where

k1 + k2 = k.

3.4 Addressing Fine-grained Data Update

In the case of fine-grained data update, filesystem must

carry out read-modify-write operations to update the m-

sector coding redundancy. This may lead to noticeable

system performance degradation, especially if the fine-

grained data update is triggered by synchronous writes

and meanwhile the other data in the same coding group

are not present in host memory. We propose a two-phase

write procedure to address this issue. As pointed out

above, since local erasure coding only mitigates soft sec-

tor read failures, it does not degrade data storage integrity

even if some data are temporarily not protected by local

erasure code. In another word, when the m-sector cod-

ing redundancy becomes invalid due to fine-grained data

update, the associated k sectors are simply subject to a

higher risk of HDD read retry without any loss on their

storage integrity. This observation directly suggests the

use of a two-phase write procedure: Upon a fine-grained

data update caused by synchronous writes, the filesystem

first serves the synchronous write request as in current

practice without modifying the m-sector coding redun-

dancy. Then filesystem updates the corresponding m-

sector coding redundancy asynchronously during back-

ground operations. Note that, if the fine-grained data up-

date is not triggered by synchronous writes, the filesys-

tem can merge these two phases together.

The next question is how to update the m-sector coding

redundancy. To simplify the discussion, let us consider

the scenario where we update the k user data symbols

in one RS codeword on HDD from d = [d1,d2] to d′ =
[d′

1,d2], where the unchanged content d2 is not cached in

memory. To accordingly update the coding redundancy

from r = G ·d to r′ = G ·d′, we have the following two

different strategies:

1. We simply update the redundancy in the most s-

traightforward manner, i.e., read the unchanged

content d2 from HDD, then obtain the new redun-

dancy r′ by computing the complete matrix-vector
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multiplication G · d′, and finally write r′ to HDD.

Let k1 denote the length of d1 (i.e., the data being

updated). In order to update the m-sector coding re-

dundancy, we need to read k−k1 sectors from HDD.

2. The second option updates the redundancy through

indirect computation. As discussed above in Sec-

tion 3.3, we define d(1) = [d1,O], d(1)′ = [d′
1,O],

and d(2) = [O,d2]. We define r(1) = G ·d(1), r(1)′ =
G ·d(1)′ , and r(2) = G ·d(2). The original redundan-

cy can be expressed as r = r(1) ⊕ r(2), which can

also be re-written as r⊕ r(1) = r(2). As a result, we

can express the updated redundancy r′ as

r′ = r(1)
′ ⊕ r(2) = r(1)

′ ⊕ r⊕ r(1). (11)

Therefore, we read the original content d1 and o-

riginal redundancy r from HDD, and accordingly

generate the updated redundancy r′ based upon E-

q. (11). Using this strategy, in order to update the

m-sector coding redundancy, we need to read k1+m
sectors from HDD.

These two strategies can be directly generalized for more

complicated fine-grained data update (i.e., multiple sepa-

rate regions within the same k-sector group are updated).

4 Analysis and Experiments

We evaluate the proposed design solution mainly from

two aspects: (1) Improvement on tail latency: This pro-

posed design solution aims to mitigate the impact of HD-

D technology scaling on tail latency. Using the mathe-

matical formulations presented in Section 3.2, we show

analysis results of HDD tail latency with and without

using the proposed design solution under different con-

figurations. (2) Impact on average system speed perfor-

mance: The on-the-fly local erasure encoding and de-

coding can add noticeable extra latency into the data I/O

path, which could degrade the average system speed per-

formance. We use a variety of benchmarks in big data

benchmark suite HiBench 3.0 [1] to evaluate the impact

on average system speed performance. Moreover, we

will present results on the storage capacity overhead un-

der HiBench 3.0 benchmarks, and the latency overhead

induced by fine-grained update.

4.1 Implementation of Coding Engine
We first discuss the construction of the RS codes being

used in this study and their encoder/decoder implemen-

tation. We set the target local erasure code decoding fail-

ure probability ps as 10−6. Recall that ph denotes the soft

sector read failure probability. We consider four different

values of ph, including 1×10−4, 5×10−4, 1×10−3, and

5× 10−3, and set the target codeword length as 255 and

1023. Accordingly, we can calculate the code parame-

ters k and m, which are listed in Table 1. Note that the

number of bits per symbol (i.e., w) is 8 and 16 when the

codeword length is 255 and 1023, respectively.

Table 1: Parameters of RS-based local erasure codes.

ph
m+ k =255 m+ k =1023

m k m k
1×10−4 3 252 4 1019

5×10−4 4 251 7 1016

1×10−3 5 250 9 1014

5×10−3 9 246 19 1004

Based upon the open-source library jerasure [2], we

developed and integrated an RS coding library into ext4
in Linux kernel 3.10.102. Both encoding and decoding

are realized through direct matrix-based computation in-

stead of polynomial-based computation, which can read-

ily leverage the on-chip cache resource in CPUs to max-

imize the throughput. We measured its encoding and de-

coding throughput on a PC with a 3.30GHz CPU and

8GB DRAM, and the results are shown in Fig. 7.
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Figure 7: Measured encoding and decoding throughput

under different value of m or the number of erasures e.

Let e denote the number of erased symbols per code-

word. Given the same codeword length, the encoding

(decoding) throughput reduces as m (e) increases. This

is because the size of the matrices involved in encoding

(decoding) is proportional the value of m (e). The result-

s show that decoding throughput is significantly lower

than encoding throughput under the same m and e. For

example, with the codeword length of 255, the encoding

throughput is about 1.5GB/s at m = 10 while the decod-

ing throughput is only 400MB/s at e = 10. Fortunately,

the probability that one codeword contains e erased sym-

bols exponentially reduces as e increases. For example,

with the codeword length of 255 and ph of 1×10−3, the

probability that one codeword contains 2, 4, and 6 erased

symbols is 2.5×10−2, 1.3×10−4, and 2.8×10−7.

In addition, motivated by the emerging trend of inte-

grating CPU with FPGA in one chip package (e.g., the
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Figure 8: Calculated 99-percentile latency when reading different number of consecutive sectors with (a) ph = 10−4,

(b) ph = 5×10−4, (c) ph = 10−3, and (d) ph = 5×10−3.

Xeon processors with built-in FPGAs announced by In-

tel at Open Compute Project (OCP) Summit 2016), we

also studied the hardware-based implementation of RS

coding engine. With abundant hardware-level parallelis-

m and very high-speed CPU-FPGA interconnect, off-

loading RS encoding and decoding into the built-in hard-

ware accelerator can significantly improve the achiev-

able operational throughput. In this work, we designed

parallel polynomial-based RS encoder, and RS decoder

using the well-known Berlekamp-Massey algorithm and

the parallel architecture presented in [14]. The design

was carried out at the RTL level and Table 2 lists the

synthesis results (in terms of equivalent XOR gate count)

for all the eight RS codes, where all the implementations

have the same throughput of 4GB/s with the clock fre-

quency of 250MHz. The results show that, for the same

RS code, the decoder consumes about 10x more silicon

resource than the encoder at the same 4GB/s throughput.

The decoder gate counts range from 156k to 894k, which

can readily fit into modern FPGA devices.

4.2 HDD Tail Latency

Applying the mathematical formulations presented in

Section 3.2, we computed the 99-percentile tail latency

when reading consecutive N sectors from HDD, where

N ranges from 10k to 150k (i.e., the data volume ranges

from 40MB to 600MB). Recall that τretry represents the

Table 2: Hardware-based RS encoder/decoder imple-

mentation synthesis results.

Code Parameters Equivalent XOR Gate Count

m k Encoder Decoder

3 252 11k 156k

4 251 11k 161k

5 250 17k 185k

9 246 28k 232k

4 1019 16k 634k

7 1016 31k 699k

9 1014 39k 732k

19 1004 78k 894k

latency to recover one sector during the read retry mode,

and τu represents the latency for HDD to read one sector

during its normal mode. Assuming the use of 7200rpm

HDD, we set τu as 33μs. Since read retry latency could

significantly vary in practice, we treat τretry as the aver-

age read retry latency. Based upon our communications

with HDD vendors, we consider two different values of

τretry: 20ms and 40ms. The results are shown in Fig. 8.

The results show the effectiveness of using the local

erasure coding to reduce the HDD read tail latency in

the presence of high soft sector read failure probabilities.

Since we constructed the RS codes with the target de-

coding failure probability of 10−6, different value of per-
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Figure 9: Measured throughput degradation of all the benchmarks when using (a) software-based and (b) hardware-

based RS coding engine implementation. Each code is represented as (k, ph).

sector read retry latency τretry (i.e., 20ms or 40ms in this

study) or different codeword length (i.e., 255 and 1023 in

this study) does not incur noticeable difference in terms

of tail latency, as shown in Fig. 8. The gain of applying

local erasure coding improves as the soft sector read fail-

ure probability increases. In addition, the gain is relative-

ly weakly dependent on the number of sectors being read.

When we read 10k consecutive 4kB sectors, the use of

local erasure coding can reduce the 99-percentile latency

by 50.1% (τretry=20ms) and 67.2% (τretry=40ms) under

the soft sector read failure probability ph is 1 × 10−3.

The gain improves to 78.6% (τretry=20ms) and 88.1%

(τretry=40ms) respectively as we increase ph to 5×10−3.

When we read 100k consecutive 4kB sectors with ph of

5× 10−3, the 99-percentile latency is reduced by 76.2%

(τretry=20ms) and 86.6% (τretry=40ms). It should be

pointed out that the per-sector read retry latency τretry
strongly depends on how aggressively the HDD indus-

try is willing to exploit the use of local erasure coding to

push the magnetic recording technology scaling. Hence

the results above mainly serve as the preliminarily esti-

mation on the potential of applying local erasure coding

to reduce HDD read tail latency.

4.3 Impact on Average Speed Performance
This work measures the impact on average system speed

performance by running the following workloads in

the benchmark suite HiBench 3.0: (1) Job based mi-

cro benchmarks Sort (sort) and WordCount (wordcoun-

t), which sorts and counts input text data generated

by RandomTextWriter; (2) SQL benchmark hivebench
that performs scan, join and aggregate operations, based

upon the workload characteristics presented in [18];

(3) Web search benchmarks PageRank (pagerank and

Nutchindexing (nutch); (4) Machine learning bench-

marks Bayesian Classification (bayes) and K-means

clustering (kmeans); (5) HDFS benchmark enhanced

DFSIO (dfsioe); and (6) terasort a standard benchmark

here sorts 1GB generated by teragen. All the experi-

ments are carried out on one PC with a 3.30GHz CPU,

8GB DRAM, and 500GB 7200rpm HDD.

We integrated the software-based RS coding library

into ext4 in Linux kernel 3.10.102, and accordingly mod-

ified the I/O stack to incorporate the use of local erasure

coding. Fig. 9 shows the measured throughput degrada-

tion of all the benchmarks when using software-based or

hardware-based RS coding engine. Due to the absence

of commercial CPUs with built-in FPGA, we estimated

the results in Fig. 9(b) by adding delay into the I/O s-

tack to mimic the effect of hardware-based RS coding,

where we set the encoding/decoding throughput as 4G-

B/s. When running each benchmark, we randomly set

one sector being read from HDD as a failure with the

probability ph, and accordingly carry out RS code de-

coding and issue additional HDD read if required by the

decoding.

The average speed degradation is mainly due to the

following three factors: (1) RS code encoding latency,
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Figure 10: HDD storage capacity overhead under all the benchmarks when using the eight different RS codes. Each

code is represented as (k, ph).

(2) HDD latency for reading extra data required by de-

coding, and (3) RS code decoding latency. We note that,

whenever RS code decoding is triggered for one group

of k+m sectors, we always first check whether the page

cache contains some sectors in this group and only fetch

un-cached sectors from HDD. Hence, the average speed

performance degradation further depends on the data ac-

cess patterns of each benchmark. Under the same value

of ph, a shorter codeword length (e.g., 255) incurs less

degradation than a longer codeword length (e.g., 1023).

This is because a longer codeword length results in a

longer encoding latency and a higher probability of read-

ing more HDD sectors during decoding. Compared with

the software-based implementation, hardware-based RS

coding implementation can reduce the average speed

degradation by 60.6% on average. Even in the case of

software-based RS coding implementation, the average

speed performance degradation is not significant and can

be (much) less than 10% when ph is 1×10−3.

4.4 Storage Capacity Overhead
Storage capacity overhead induced by the proposed de-

sign solution depends on both the coding parameters

(i.e., k and m) and the file size distribution. We col-

lected the file size distributions when running those Hi-

Bench 3.0 benchmarks, and accordingly estimated the st-

orage capacity overhead as shown in Fig. 10, where each

code is denoted using the parameters (k, m, ph).

The results show that the storage capacity overhead in-

creases as the sector read failure probability ph becomes

worse. This can be intuitively justified since, given the

same target decoding failure probability, a worse ph de-

mands a stronger code with a larger coding redundancy.

With the same code, different benchmarks have different

storage capacity overhead as shown in Fig. 10, which is

due to their different file size characteristics. The bench-

marks (e.g., pagerank, bayes, and nutch), which have a

large number of small files, incur relatively large storage

capacity overhead. For example, in the case of pager-
ank, over 95% of its total storage usage is caused by

small files with the size between 100kB and 1MB, and

another 1.4% is caused by files smaller than 10kB. Be-

cause of the long codeword length (i.e., 255 and 1023

in this study), each small file is entirely protected by one

shortened codeword with coding redundancy much high-

er than m/k. With ph of 1× 10−3 and codeword length

of 1023, the storage capacity overhead is as high as over

12% for pagerank. In contrast, the other benchmarks

(e.g., kmeans and hivebench), which are dominated by

large-size files, have much less storage capacity over-

head. For example, in the case of hivebench, over 99%

of its total storage usage is caused by files larger then

100MB. As a result, with ph of 1× 10−3 and codeword

length of 1023, the overall storage capacity overhead is

only less than 2% for hivebench.

4.5 Impact of Fine-grained Data Update
Although data centers tend to avoid data update on HDD

through the use of immutable data structure, it is still of

practical interest to study the latency overhead incurred

by data update. We note that only fine-grained data up-

date (i.e., only a portion of data within one (k+m)-sector

coding group is updated) is subject to latency penal-

ty. As discussed in Section 3.4, we can use two differ-

ent methods to carry out fine-grained data update. In

order to update the data on HDD from d = [d1,d2] to

d′ = [d′
1,d2], the first method reads d2 from HDD to di-

rectly re-compute the updated coding redundancy, while

the second method reads d1 and old-version redundan-

cy from HDD to in-directly compute the updated coding

redundancy.

We carried the following experiments: With the code-

word length of 255, we first encode and write 10GB data

to a 7200rpm HDD. After clearing the OS page cache, we

update lu consecutive sectors at a random location within

each codeword using either the first or second method.
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We compare the total latency against the baseline with-

out using local erasure coding. We repeat the experi-

ments by setting lu as 50 and 200, and Fig. 11 shows the

measurement results when using different RS codes. The

results show that the second method (i.e., in-direct cod-

ing redundancy re-computation) appears to be the better

choice. In particular, for very fine-grained data update

(i.e., update 50 sectors within 255 sectors), the second

method significantly outperforms the first method.
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Figure 11: Measured fine-grained update latency over-

head.

5 Related Work

Aiming to enhance storage systems by introducing cod-

ing redundancy across multiple sectors, this work shares

the same nature as the widely used RAID and distribut-

ed erasure coding. Both RAID-5/6 and distributed era-

sure coding primarily target at tolerating catastrophic

HDD failures, and typically employ erasure codes with

relatively small codeword length (e.g., 12) and hence

large coding redundancy (e.g., 20% to 50%). Recen-

t work [3, 4, 19] presented specific erasure code con-

struction techniques for RAID applications that can tol-

erate individual sector failures in addition to catastroph-

ic HDD failures. However, RAID is being replaced

by distributed erasure coding in data centers. Exten-

sive research has been carried out on the construction

of distributed erasure codes (e.g., see [9–11, 22]) and

investigating/optimizing the system-level performance

(e.g.,see [7,12,25,29]). Nevertheless, the distributed na-

ture makes it unsuitable for mitigating soft sector read

failures of individual HDDs. Prabhakaran et al. [21] pre-

sented an Internal RObustNess (IRON) filesystem design

framework that includes a variety of HDD failure detec-

tion and recovery techniques. Its transaction checksum

technique inspired the implementation of journal check-

sum in ext4 filesystem. It presented the metadata repli-

cation scheme, which is similar to the one being used in

this work.

Researchers in the magnetic recording industry also

recently investigated how intra-HDD erasure coding can

complement with existing per-sector ECC (e.g., low-

density parity-check (LDPC) codes) to improve the read

channel performance. For example, the authors of [30]

studied the effect of adding one parity check code across

a number of 4kB sector inside one HDD. Nevertheless,

intra-HDD realization of erasure coding is subject to sev-

eral problems as discussed in Section 2.2.

6 Conclusions

This paper carries out an exploratory study on applying

local erasure coding to facilitate technology scaling for

data center HDDs. With finer track pitch, future HDDs

are increasingly subject to areal density vs. read retry rate

conflict. This is particularly serious for data centers that

are very sensitive to bit cost and meanwhile cannot toler-

ate long HDD read tail latency. Aiming to alleviate such

a dilemma, this paper investigates the potential and feasi-

bility of using filesystem-level transparent local erasure

coding to mitigate soft sector read failures. This paper

presents the basic design framework and develops tech-

niques to address two issues including unaligned HDD

write and fine-grained data update. This paper further de-

rives mathematical formulations for estimating the effec-

tiveness on reducing tail latency, which has been quanti-

tatively demonstrated through numerical analysis. To ev-

aluate its impact on average system speed performance

and demonstrate its practical implementation feasibili-

ty, we integrated this design solution into Linux kernel

and carried out experiments using a variety of big data

benchmarks. Its storage capacity overhead is also evalu-

ated over various big data benchmarks. The analysis and

experimental results demonstrate its promising potential

and practical feasibility to address the bit cost vs. tail la-

tency dilemma for future data center HDDs.
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